Visit the Ulysses Fair

Thursday, January 11, 2018
7:45am to 11:15am
12:00pm to 2:30pm
Northwest High School Auditorium

Marissa Allen  The Stereotypes of Cheerleading
Brett Babb    The Rise and Fall of ESPN
Asa de Vries  Music’s Role in Assisting Animals With Behavioral Problems
Kat Dingwall The Effects of Therapeutic Animals on Children with Disabilities
Ben Dressman The Ethics of Pharmaceutical Drug Pricing
Charles Duffy Kosovo: Independent State or Rebellious Province?
Cassidy Edwards How Political Expression Affects the Way We Use Social Media
Zachary Goldman The Continuation of Space Exploration
Hassti Hamidi  A Study of Left Handedness in Society
Katie Lane    A Study of Animal Intelligence
Emma Lingberg Mermaids for Sport and Science: A Study of the Effects of Freediving
Ritika Miryala The Role of Neural Connections in Physical Behaviors Associated with Dance
Matthew Mulhern The Correlation Between Nutritional Intelligence and Overall Health
Erin Oxenford The Effects of Hypnosis on Stress Levels
Sophia Photinakis The Mental Health Effects of Strict Parenting
James Radko    Virtually Recovered: The Case for Virtual Reality in Mental Health Treatments
Tatiana Rowe   Misrepresentation on the Silver Screen: A Study of Women in Film
Ally Salvino   Innovations in Cancer Treatment: Proton Beam Radiation Therapy
Karlie Stanford Hazing in Greek Life on College Campuses
Hannah Whitacre Learning Styles and Study Strategies
Samantha Williams The World Behind the Curtain: The People Behind the Scenes in Theatre
Mary Yenca    The Misunderstood Jaws: A Study of the Shark Population Decline